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T R E A T M E N T  G U I D E

IPL LASER PRICES

TREATMENT AREA R.R.P
PER TREATMENT

PRICE YOU PAY
PER TREATMENT*

PACKAGE PRICE
6 X TREATMENTS *

UNDER ARMS £80.00 £48.00 (40% OFF) WAS £288 NOW£250

EYEBROWS
(In between only) £50.00 £25.00  (40% OFF) WAS £150 NOW £100

UPPER LIP £60.00 £36.00 (40% OFF) WAS £216  NOW £190

CHIN £65.00 £39.00 (40% OFF) WAS £234 NOW £195

UPPER LIP & CHIN £120.00 £72.00 (40% OFF) WAS £432  NOW £380

CHIN & NECK £120.00 £72.00 (40% OFF) WAS £432  NOW £380

ARMS (FULL) £250.00 £150 (40% OFF) WAS £900 NOW £700

ARMS (HALF) £150.00 £90.00 (40% OFF) WAS £540  NOW £490

FULL BACK £250.00 £150.00 (40% OFF) WAS £900 NOW £700

BIKINI LINE £120.00 £72.00 (40% OFF) WAS £432  NOW £380

EXTENDED BIKINI LINE £150.00 £90.00 (40% OFF) WAS £540  NOW £490

HALF LEGS £250.00 £150.00 (40% OFF) WAS £900  NOW £700

FULL LEGS £450.00 £280.00 (40% OFF)
WAS £1680 
NOW £1095

CHEST £170.00 £105.00 (40% OFF) WAS £630  NOW £500

SKIN REJUVENATION FROM £50.00 FROM £30.00 FROM £150

FACIAL THREAD VEINS FROM £50.00 FROM £30.00 FROM £150

* All Credit, Debit Cards and Cash transactions to be paid in advance of treatments



BOTOX WRINKLE TREATMENT
A safe and effective treatment for the easing of lines
and wrinkles on the forehead, the frown and the sides
of the eyes. A two minute treatment with no down
time leaves you looking refreshed and revitalised.
Experienced Cosmetic Nurses will guide you through
a medical consultation and advise you on your
individual anti-aging programme. 

CROW’S FEET
lines to the sides of the eyes
WORRY LINES
vertical lines across the forehead
FROWN LINES
vertical lines between the eyes/brows
Other clinics will charge
you from £150 - £600 

OUR PRICE:
1 area £99 | 2 area’s £169 | 3 area’s £199

DERMAL FILLERS / RESTYLANE
Using Restylane, the safest, tried and tested brand of
dermal filler in the world we can achieve fantastic
results for lip enhancement, defining the lips, lifting
lines and folds from the nose to the mouth and much
more. Restylane offers an instant result with the only
after effects being a minor bit of swelling due to the
skin being traumatised by the injections. Let our
practitioners guide through your personalised anti-
aging regime.

Other clinics will charge
you from £250 - £500 

OUR PRICE:
1ML Syringe of Restylane £189
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EXCESSIVE SWEATING 
HYPERHIDROSIS
Excessive sweating is an embarrassing but all too
common condition that affects around 3% of the UK
population. Hyperhidrosis can seriously undermine
the confidence and affect both work and social lives,
with many sufferers going to great lengths to hide the
effects or adapt their lifestyle to cope. 
If underarm sweating is making your life a misery, it
could be easier to sort out than you think. We offer a
proven Botox treatment that takes just 20 minutes
and can banish excessive sweating for up to 9
months.

Other clinics will charge
you from £450 - £900 
OUR PRICE: Underarms £349

LASER TEETH WHITENING
Do you find it hard to smile? Do you feel paranoid
about your teeth? We can help you change that and
increase your confidence with a 45 minute laser teeth
whitening treatment. Smoke stains, wine and tea all
have negative effect on the appearance of our teeth.
With our La Smiles Teeth Whitening system you can
lift you're the whiteness of your teeth from 2-8 shades
without pain or expensive alternatives such as
veneers

Other Clinics will charge
you from £150 - £500
OUR PRICE: ONLY £99
With Home Kit £149
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SKIN PEELS
The skin peel uses a combination of acids to
remove skin layers. Depending on the result and
condition on the skin there are different
combinations of the acids used. The gradual
release of the active principles and occlusive effect
of the gel are the reasons why the peeling is so
quick and intense and make a unique product,
which is also particularly safe. These peels are not
suitable for Medium to Dark Asia skin or Afro-
Caribbean skin as pigmentation damage may
occur.

Other clinics will charge you
from £300 - £700
OUR PRICE: ONLY £199

PERMANENT MAKEUP
An ancient technique first used by the Egyptians’
over 2000 years ago has now been elevated into the
21st century. Permanent Makeup can be used to
define lip lines, enhance the natural beauty of the
eyes and give sufferers of alopecia or over plucking
a more natural and fuller look to the eyebrows. With
over 20 years experience behind us we can safely
help you to enhance your natural beauty with a
treatment that can last up to 3 years.

Dublin Clinics will sometimes charge
double what our prices are.

OUR PRICE: 
Eyebrows £275
Lip Line £295
Eyeline Top or Bottom £175
Eyeline Top & Bottom £275
Beauty Spot £75
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IPL LASER HAIR REMOVAL
Many people are vexed by unwanted hair, especially
facial hair on women and excess back hair on men.
Using Ipl Laser we can effectively target unwanted
hair leaving you with a permanent solution and not
the usual pain staking and time consuming shaving
and waxing. Dark hair and the paler the skin is best
suited for laser hair removal with best results seen
between 2- 6 treatments

Other clinics can be up
to 100% more expensive than us.

OUR PRICE:
please see page 2 for price list.

IPL LASER SKIN REJUVENATION
The most advanced skin rejuvenation technology is
available in our clinic for treating aging skin. Photo
damaged skin is more than just wrinkles; it is
hyperpigmentation (discoloration), enlarged pores
and brown "age spots". Using Ipl Laser, 2 -6
treatments can enhance tired and dull skin and
provide a more youthful and healthy complexion at a
very affordable cost.

Other clinics can be
double our prices.

OUR PRICE:
Part face £30
Full face £50
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IPL LASER FACIAL
THREADS VEIN TREATMENT
Thread veins or telangiectasias are small, superficial,
red, purple or blue veins which can appear anywhere
on the body but most frequently on the face. They
can be 1- 3mm in diameter and occur when the vein
dilates to become large enough to be visible through
the skin. Thus, they are generally more of a problem
for fairer skin types. They are often classified
according to their appearance as linear, branching or
spider telangiectasia. Medically they are not serious
but cosmetically they can be distressing to many of
us. Laser can easily disperse the veins leaving you
with a clear and healthier complexion.
OUR PRICE: FROM £30

SKIN TIGHTENING & TONING
Tighten, smooth and tone your skin.  Treat wrinkles
and be refreshed with a more youthful appearance. A
more beautiful you is possible through Spa RF Dual-
layer Thermotherapy. This revolutionary skin
tightening technology uses advanced radio
frequency (RF) technology to tone your skin and treat
wrinkles non-invasively. 
Accent SPA RF Dual-layer RF Thermotherapy
stimulates the production of new collagen and
improves skin surface texture. Ideally 4 – 6
treatments are required for the desired results.
Dual-layer RF Thermotherapy SPA RF treatments
can be performed anywhere on the body to treat
loose, thin, wrinkled skin.

For Tightening Ageing Skin: 
• Face 
• Eye bags 
• Neck 
• Under and upper arms
For Firming Skin: 
• Chest 
• Breasts 
• Abdomen 
• Thighs

OUR PRICE:
FROM £80 - £150 per treatment
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We specialise in Non Surgical Cosmetic Treatments such as Wrinkle treatment and Dermal Fillers. With
more than 12 years experience and over 10,000 happy clients we pride ourselves on offering an honest
and affordable solution to anti-aging needs. Our medical staff are highly professional and adhere to strict
protocols to offer you an ethical opinion and an expert and reliable service. Our clinics are based in
Newry and Derry and can be easily reached by car from Dublin and Belfast in under sixty minutes. We
even offer a pickup service from trains and bus stations. We are here to help.
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OPENING TIMES
Monday - 10am - 5pm //  Tuesday - 10am - 5pm // Friday - 10am - 5pm
Thursday - 10am - 8pm // Saturday - by appointment only, contact office.


